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media center free download X: its not in the least bit surprising that he has a thing with K. This is actually one of many
things that Ive noticed. Even from Keygen Churchs earlier efforts on DAmores early efforts. Ive noticed that DAmores almost

always takes up this kind of concept. I think it is far more than a sidekick, but again a partner. Its definitely also a love
interest, what you prefer is always what you get! Anyway, you were saying? Songs, as you may well have guessed, define

Keygen Church on this new-found masterpiece, and from the first listen we can hear that this is to be an album that is not to
be confused with anything remotely close to trend. From the first beat, we can already feel Keygen Churches unflinching
aggression. From the grind of its percussion to the somber and cynical hints of its lyrics, everything about this new album
feels like it is meant to strike the listener with an axe to the head, and as the songs progress, the music grows even more
intense and brutal in order to amplify the impact. Musically, this album has everything. No joke. From the well laid out and

ambitious arrangements to Keygen Churchs own verses, which are haplessly childish and clumsy yet presented with such an
undeniable sincerity that they immediately bring you closer to the artist. Is that any way to describe music? No, not really,
but it is the closest way I can think to describe the sentiment of the music that emanates from this album. Basically, its just

something that is slightly special to me.
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Next, we receive a track that is slightly different. Where the former
two tracks are soft and mellow, this track gives us a dirty, bass-

driven, techno-sounding track with a twist. This time, however, it is
much more tame and controlled. In fact, it even feels as if it has a
little more atmosphere. This is also followed by more soft electric,

piano, and piano-synth ballad. While it is similar to the first track, it is
somewhat more dissonant, with the same but reversed chords, and a
different melody. This last track, while being a lighter, melodic and
more electronic track, feels very reminiscent of Keygens previous

track, “The Algorithm”. On this one, the soft and mellow tracks and
the hard, bass-driven techno club tracks are tied together, and the

record gives a sense of progression and change. From there, we get
a track that is very reminiscent of Master Boot Records, and Keygens

first work. The track, Flicker is a mellow beat-driven track that
incorporates electronica samples, cinematic synths, and beautiful

piano notes. While it is a song that is very similar to the
aforementioned, it feels much more refined and polished. It is also

followed by a relatively un-melodic techno track, which again sounds
very similar to Keygens other releases. It is relatively short, and

serves to set up for a track that is very reminiscent of the
aforementioned. What else to say but fantastic. Keygen Churchs new
album may have been the most unlikely record that could ever exist

but it has delivered over and over again. With his least likely of
guests, Toby Driver, on guest spot, Keygen is at the top of the game.
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